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If you are interested in becoming a TRIPIL
member for 2012, please send the completed
form along with the $2 membership fee to us at:

Welcome Back to the
Patriot’s Vision

____I am a new Member ____Contact me about becoming a Volunteer

A Newsletter For Consumers

E-MAIL ADDRESS:_________________________________________
PHONE:_______________ COUNTY:___________________________
CITY:_________________________STATE:_______ZIP:__________
STREET ADDRESS:________________________________________

Visit us at
www.tripil.com

I work with the Nursing Home
Transition (NHT) program and assist
consumers to advocate in order to
maintain services.
Recently, our newly elected officials in
the Office of Long Term Living (OLTL) in
Harrisburg have proposed budgetary
decisions that negatively impact Home
and Community Based Services. If they
get their way, people who chose to live
in the community as opposed to
(Continued on page 2)
A Patriot is a person who feels a
strong support for their community.
The Patriot’s Vision is committed to
sharing what is happening in the
TRIPIL community and keeping you
informed on the actions of the
policymakers that affect us. We
believe that information is a powerful
tool that can make the world a better
place. Information, of course, is most
useful when it is shared. We will do
our best to give you the information
you need to help us build a stronger
community in Washington, Fayette and
Greene counties.

NAME:__________________________________________________
2012 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
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(Independence Shouldn’t Have to
Wait, Continued from page 1)

Event

institutions will have service options
limited in various ways.
I’m sure that you have heard the call
to serve your country: “Uncle Sam
Needs You!” Well, I have an even
better slogan: “You Need You!”
YOU are the only one that can
advocate for YOUR services. TRIPIL
can assist you by providing the right
tools. I hope to see you at TRIPIL
and at our next ADAPT meeting.
But I ask you not to wait. ACT
NOW!!
Pick up a phone to call your local
representative and let him or her
know that you deserve their respect
and support. Or, write a letter to
your newspaper. There are dozens of

Home and Community
Based Services
The Rally for Change
Recent proposed policy changes in
the Medicaid for Home and
Community Based Services (HCBS)
program threaten to adversely
affect Pennsylvania consumers who
want to live in the community.
Consumers from across the state
traveled to Harrisburg on December
6 to participate in a rally and press
conference (hosted by the providers

Kate Blaker, Deb Crouse, and
Darlene Wolford (left—right) are
out to get noticed in Harrisburg.
other ways that you can advocate
for your services. What you do now
will benefit people with disabilities in
Pennsylvania for years to come.

of HCBS services and several
disability networks) to ensure the
viability of the program.
This fight is not new. It has
required months of battling and
holding the state accountable.
Unfortunately, the advocacy efforts
are far from finished. TRIPIL will
continue to support community
members who want to speak up for
People with Disabilities. Please
check TRIPIL’s website for updates.
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Summary
All times subject to change

Date and Time

Wellness
Monday Uniontown
Office

Come Join us in Uniontown on
alternating Mondays for Wii Bowling
and other games.

1/16, 1/23, 2/6,
2/6, 2/20
1:00 – 4:00pm

Youth Advisory
Committee

A group meeting the second Tuesday
of each month, to discuss ways to
develop a young adult program

1/10, 2/10
5:00 – 6:00pm

Nursing Home
Transition
Workshop

A workshop for volunteers interested
in Joining the Nursing Home
Transition (NHT) Team. If you are
interested contact Catherine Holland
at x. 109

1/11
10:30 – 11:30 a.m.
Or 2/1
1:30 – 3:30 pm

Wellness
Wednesdays in
Washington

Come Join us in the Washington
office every Wednesdays for Wii
Bowling and other games.

1/4, 1/11, 1/18,
1/25, 2/2, 2/9,
2/16, 2/23
1:00 – 4:30pm

Dr. M.L. King
Day

Offices and Internet Café are closed
to the public for staff in-service day.

1/16

American Sign
Language
Lessons

An introduction to American Sign
Language. Learn basic vocabulary,
grammar, fingerspelling, and
numbers. All are welcome.

1/5, 1/12, 1/19,
1/26, 2/1, 2/8,
2/15, 2/22
11:00 – 11:30am

Volunteer
Training

A requirement for all new
Volunteers. If you are interested
contact Catherine Holland at x. 109.

1/18
1:00 – 4:00 pm

Veteran Games
Guest Speakers

Tom Strang and Jerry "Bull" Baylor
of Keystone Paralyzed Veterans Of
America will be sharing their
experiences as competitors.

1/26
3pm

Advisory
Committee

Community led group involved with
1/5, 2/2
guiding the TRIPIL programs to keep
11:00am to1:00pm
consumer control for people like you.
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TRIPIL Welcomes New Staff
D. “David” Misra is
the new Development
Director at TRIPIL.
David has a Master’s
Degree in Public Policy
from American
University in DC. He previously
worked at DePaul School for
Hearing and Speech in Pittsburgh
where he solicited funding to benefit
children with hearing impairments.
David will manage the capital
campaign to finance TRIPIL's move
to an expanded facility in
Washington, PA in 2012. David can
be reached at (724) 223-5115x.180
Candy Oakley is a
new Independent
Living Specialist at
the Washington
TRIPIL office. She
has worked in

Human Services for the past 12
years servicing children, youth and
adults. “I have seen many
challenges that individuals face. Yet,
the determination to live with
dignity has been my inspiration to
stay in the race as an advocate.”
Candy can be reached at (724) 2235115 x.164
Elisha Stender
recently joined
TRIPIL as an
Independent Living
Deaf/Blind Specialist.
An Uniontown native,
Elisha has a Sign
Language Interpreting degree from
Pierpoint Community & Technical
College in Fairmont, WV. She hopes
to assist both communities and also
launch peer support groups one
day. She can be reached at (724)
223-5115 x. 158

The TRIPIL community was saddened
by the news that Vincent Kaminski
passed away on Saturday, December
17, 2011. Vincent was an
Independent Living Supervisor with a
focus on our Nursing Home Transition
and Volunteer programs. He was a
special part of our TRIPIL family.
Vincent was known around the office
for his quick wit and warm, friendly
nature. He will be greatly missed.
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Empowering the Next
Generation
The future of the disability
community in Washington, Greene,
and Fayette counties hinges on
TRIPIL’s ability to impart disability
pride to young people with
disabilities AND disability
awareness to young people without
disabilities. The Youth Leadership
Program aims to shape this
constituency into future leaders.
On Tuesday January 10, TRIPIL is
launching the Youth Advisory
Committee. We invite people with
and without disabilities, between
the ages of 14 to 29, to assist with
the development of youth-oriented
programs. Independent Living
Youth Specialist Mike Matthews,
who is spearheading the initiative,

Your Internet Café, Your Choice
By Ed Pahula, Café Manager
As a consumer, community member,
trustee, volunteer and/or member of
a consumer-driven organization, you
have the power to determine what
types of workshops are held at
TRIPIL. Recently I have scheduled
various beginner computer classes.
All workshops are free of charge. In
2012, I’m looking for your ideas.
For example:
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has attended Transition Council
Meetings across the three counties.
Council members range from
special education teachers to OVR
Staff to job coaching agencies. The
Councils are vital to the youth
program’s outreach.
We plan to reach young people one
person, one teacher, and one
school at a time. If you are
interested in learning more, please
contact Mike Matthews at TRIPIL.







Do you want to know how to
transfer pictures from your
camera or music on your IPod or
MP3 player to your computer?
Do you want to learn how internet
purchases work, how to safely
download computer programs, or
better search for files?
Do you want more information on
letter writing and how to change
size, color, font or type of writing?

Ed Pahula can be reached at x.113.
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“We are so fortunate to have a
personal trainer here,” affirms
Membership Director Dan Kleinmann.
“Most of us would not be able to
afford a trainer in a gym.”

Ray Pittman, shows Denise
Lorence how to “Hammer Curl”
to build stronger biceps.

Living Well at TRIPIL
TRIPIL has adopted Living Well With
a Disability (LWWD) to promote
healthy lifestyle choices and
encourages staff and consumers to
make regular appointments to use
the onsite gym.

“If it is to be, it is up to me!”

2012: Crossroads Year
In 2012 we face substantial
threats to our budget on the state
AND national level. Yet, these
challenges can become
opportunities if we, as strong and
committed TRIPIL members, take
action now!
In fact, 2012 has potential to be
our greatest year.
TRIPIL continues to serve greater
numbers of consumers in
Washington, Greene and Fayette
Counties. This presents the
prospect to build our coalition,
speaking with one voice, across
county lines.

Quality Assurance Coordinator
Denise Lorence began working out at
the gym several months ago.
“It makes me an overall better
person,” said Denise. “I feel
stronger and have more energy. I
would encourage people to give the
gym a chance. One feels the
benefits quickly so it’s easy to stay
motivated”.

want consumer directed
services, and that you want
TRIPIL to remain as your
provider.

LWD Coordinator Ray Pittman is
working at developing new programs
such as Tai Chi and group circuit
training for the new year. Community
members and employees are
welcome to talk with Ray about other
types of classes as well as nutritional
and relaxation consultations.
It’s been said that it takes 23 days to
form a habit; Ray wants folks to
think about the ten two letter words
that summarize his thoughts:
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Tell the bureaucrats in
Harrisburg that we are proud
that TRIPIL is committed to the
idea of free and independent
lives for people with disabilities.



Demonstrate that TRIPIL
provides more services
efficiently than any for-profit
managed care provider can
ever provide — thus saving
substantial tax dollars.

So, please join us this year as we
strive to meet your needs and
serve you better. Stay involved to
guide the programs to keep
consumer control. Help us send
the message that we are working
hard to ensure that Tri-County
Patriots for Independent Living
affirms Liberty and Justice for all
people with disabilities.
Sign up. Your membership is vital
in this “crossroads” year. Your
commitment sends a strong
message that we are unified and
that our message WILL be heard!

We are now calling you to join us.
Denise works on “Lat Pull-downs”
to help strengthen her back and
lumbar region.

We need your support to:


Show the policy makers in
state government that you

Visit us at
www.tripil.com
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An Open Letter from a
Volunteer
A Chance to Learn and Share
By Amber Lawrence

Am I Less of a Person?
It was a great experience and we
thank you all for being so gracious
and sharing some of your personal
stories with us!
Thank you for opening our eyes!

This fall semester, I was one of
three students to volunteer at
TRIPIL as a part of an Applied
Sociology class project at California
University of Pennsylvania. We
were introduced to TRIPIL, its
purposes, goals and issues that
surround accessibility. TRIPIL staff
was very welcoming as were all the
members of the community that we
were fortunate to work with.

By Michael K. Evans
Am I less of a person because I
sometimes use a speech device?
Am I less of a person because I have
to use a power wheelchair? Or, am I
less of a person because I chose to
live outside of an institution called a
nursing home?
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our elected officials must have
forgotten this. That’s why we all
have to remind them.
I feel that if we “the people,” cared,
we could take back our government
from the lobby groups. The power
that they have has been abused for
too long. If I had my way, all lobby
groups would be outlawed.

For those of you who answer yes,
let me tell you something. I
sometimes use a speech device so
that people can understand me.
For those who wonder why I use a
power wheelchair, have you ever
tried to get a manual one out of the
sand at the beach? I can tell you—
it’s no fun.

We were taught how to perform a
survey and use the tools needed to
rate local businesses for
accessibility to ADA requirements.
We then visited each of these
business with a group of TRIPIL
members.
The knowledge we received at
TRIPIL was invaluable. Not only
were we made aware of the
importance of accessibility issues
for people with disabilities, we
witnessed the progress that can be
achieved by speaking up and taking
action. We also made new friends
at TRIPIL and that was just icing on
the cake!
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I choose to live my life outside of a
nursing home because I have seen
and smelled the kind of “care” that
they provide. They should be able to
provide the best. At least you would
think so based on the high fees that
they charge for the people in their
care. It’s more than enough to pay
for their lobbyists to wine and dine
the politicians.
Flo Moffet, a veteran volunteer with
TRIPIL, is armed and ready to hunt
down ADA violations.

Why do politicians let them get
away with this? The legislators are
the people who we elected to
represent us; not some lobbying
group. Somewhere along the way

Michael Evans is a regular visitor to
TRIPIL’s internet café in
Washington.

